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INTRODUCTION   
This document has been compiled for Heads of Department and Course Coordinators 
involved in (or considering involvement in) the Otago Summer School. It addresses 
the organisational and administrative aspects in which the Summer School Office has 
a role.  Beyond these, there is a range of other matters for Heads of Department and 
Course Coordinators to consider which apply to their paper: its resourcing, pedagogy 
and target audience.  

 
 
TIMELINE 
 
March  
Call for new and repeating papers 
New papers seek approval through divisional boards  
 
April-May 
New papers and code changes to BUGS or BOGS for approval 
 
May 
Papers confirmed via Timetables paper capture process, referred to SS&CE Board 
Supplementary information sought via Timetables paper capture process 
 
May-June 
Papers list approved by SS&CE Board 
Summer School Prospectus entries confirmed with Departments 
Draft prospectus produced 
Paper-specific posters – design and production begins  
 
July 
Prospectus produced as hard copy and online 
List of Papers circulated to Departments for advice on pairings 
 
Early September 
Summer School launched and prospectus available online 
Registration opens 
Paper selection available 
 
September- October 
Weekly enrolment updates begins (to HODs, Course Coordinators, teachers, members 
of the SS&CE Board) 
Summer School teaching workshops held 
Close and E-Reserve needs advised to the Library 
Teaching equipment needs advised to ITS – Teaching Facilities 
Registration for use of Blackboard  
 
12 November 
Pre-Christmas SS begins 
 
10 December  
Course confirmation begins 
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14 December 
Pre-Christmas SS ends 
 
15 December 
Pre-Christmas SS exams 
 
7 January 2019 
Summer School begins 
First classes for many papers 
Class reps called for; volunteers’ contact details sent to SS Office  
 
Day 7  
Last day for students to change or add papers 
Last day for students to delete papers with refund of fees 
 
Day 12  
Examination Timetable published 
Class Representatives’ contact details due with Summer School Office (for 
forwarding to OUSA) 
 
Week Two of School 
First meeting of Class Representatives 
If a paper-specific evaluation is wanted, contact HEDC  
 
Late January or first week of February  
Examination scripts required by the Examinations Office 
 
6 February 
Waitangi Day (the University is closed but Libraries are open) 
 
Day 28 from Opening Day 
Last day for students to withdraw from papers (usually in first week of February) 
 
Week Four of School 
Second meeting of Class Representatives 
 
Week Six of School 
Summer School Questionnaire administered, alongside any teaching evaluations  
 
Week Seven of School 
Examinations held over five days (Saturday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Thursday).  
End-of-School social function for teaching teams and key support units 
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INFORMATION FOR HEADS OF DEPARTMENT 
 
BUDGET 
Budgeting for Summer School papers is now part of usual semester budget processes. 
Likely costs need to be considered alongside likely income and other benefits. Costs 
might include hiring international or local contract teachers, while benefits might 
include not only additional income for departments but a chance to internationalise 
the curriculum, or meeting the needs of students or professionals for particular papers.   
 
MARKETING AND PROMOTION 
Summer School promotes and markets the School as a school, with the advice and 
guidance of Marketing & Communications and adhering to university protocols.  
Summer School uses a range of media to do this, including print and online 
publications, social media, podcasts, short video clips, radio interviews, and events. 
Summer School often promotes new papers, but departments can arrange additional 
advertising as they see fit. Departments are strongly encouraged to promote their 
papers to students and to use their own networks. Lecturers have a key role in 
promoting Summer School papers; many students site lecturers as the reason they 
enrolled.  
 
The Summer School and university websites are important sources of information for 
students. Online prospectus information will be available from 1 August, including 
the full paper list. Social media starts up at about the same time.  
 
ACADEMIC AND STUDENT SERVICES 
All standard services are available to Summer School students, although on a smaller 
scale.  Students pay a pro rata student services fee along with course fees and have 
access to all services from day one of SS.  
 
CALL FOR PAPERS  
In March Summer School & Continuing Education calls for papers. Summer School 
papers may be offered at other University of Otago sites or taught by distance.  Law 
papers enjoy strong support from students in Auckland and Wellington.  
 
APPROVAL PROCESS  
Summer School papers are subject to the same approval requirements as those offered 
in semesters. All relevant policy documents and forms can be downloaded from 
www.otago.ac.nz/acadcomm/proformas.html  A summary document is reproduced 
here (also see Timeline, above): 
 

1. New Papers being offered for the first time (during the normal Semester 
and Summer School or only during Summer School) 
a) Form 3, Proposal for a New Paper, together with Summer School Form 

submitted to relevant Divisional Board 
b) Once approved by Divisional Board Form 3 then submitted to the Board of 

Undergraduate Studies 
c) Form 7 (Summer School Form) submitted to the Summer School and 

Continuing Education Board.1 

                                                
1 Form 7 can be found in Appendix IV. 
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2. Existing Semester Paper being converted to a Summer School Paper or 

Summer School Paper being converted to Semester 
a) Form 6, proposal to Convert a Paper from Semester to Summer School, to 

relevant Divisional Board2 
b) Once approved by Divisional Board, Form 6 then submitted to the Board 

of Undergraduate [or Graduate] Studies 
c) Form 7 submitted to Summer School and Continuing Education Board 

(this step unnecessary for Summer School Paper being converted to 
Semester) 

 
3. Existing Special Topic being offered for Summer School (including 

generic Special Topic with new subject focus).  
a) Form 7 submitted to Divisional Board 
b) Form 7 submitted to Summer School and Continuing Education Board 

 
(NOTE: that a Special Topic Paper should be converted to a New Paper 
after two years.) 

 
4. New Special Topic for Summer School 

a) Form 3ST, New Special Topic, submitted to Divisional Board 
b) Form 3ST, New Special Topic, submitted to the Board of Undergraduate 

Studies 
c) Form 7 submitted to Divisional Board 
d) Form 7 submitted to Summer School and Continuing Education Board. 

 
SUMMER SCHOOL PAPERS 
Summer School papers have comparable curricula, learning outcomes and fees as 
semester papers and the only substantial differences should be the length of the 
tuition period and the workload intensity both for staff and students.  
 
Study in one Summer School paper (usually 18-points) is considered full time study 
for StudyLink purposes, and carries the expectation of 180 hours of learning over the 
period, equating with 0.15 EFTS value. Alternatively expressed, taking one 18-point 
paper over six weeks is a full-time workload in terms of the University’s Points 
System (and StudyLink’s assessment of eligibility for Loans & Allowances).  
  
Only very able students should be approved for enrolment in two 18 point papers, 
given that it equates to 360 hours of learning over six weeks. A student may not enrol 
in more than 36 points without express permission from the appropriate Pro-Vice 
Chancellor (Calendar 2012, p182).3   
 

                                                
2 The updated official title of this form is “Proposal to change the teaching period or teaching mode of a 
paper”. 
3 Summer School students may also be approved to take papers for Final Examination Only.  Any such 
additional papers are not taken into account in any consideration of a student’s status a full-time or 
part-time student or eligibility for Government student loans or allowances.  A Summer School student 
who enrols for any paper for Final Examination Only may not subsequently convert to substantive 
enrolment for such a paper if that would create a total workload of more than 36 points. 
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Many students report that they enjoy the intensive study in Summer School, the speed 
at which they can complete a paper, and the opportunity to focus on just one paper or 
a topic they might not otherwise fit in.  
 
TEACHING 
Academic staff members have described Summer School teaching as demanding and 
rewarding. The best part is usually the engaged students while with the lack of any 
break between exams and Semester One is the hardest part. Assignment turnaround 
times are highly compressed; teaching interaction with students is more pressured, 
and student motivation runs high. 
Summer School examination marking and results processing overlap with course 
advising for Semester One.  Staff teaching in Summer School find it very difficult to 
be involved in both processes. 
 
COURSE COORDINATOR ROLE 
Course Coordinators play a critical role in Summer School, and are designated by 
Heads of Department in accordance with their Division’s guidelines or policies. This 
role must be filled by a permanent staff member or experienced former Otago staff 
members familiar with Otago processes. 
 
Some Coordinators teach, some manage a teaching team but are not involved 
personally in teaching, and some do a bit of both.  Many Coordinators are also their 
paper’s lead or solo teacher. 
 
Coordinators are responsible to the Head of Department for their paper’s academic 
management, including: 

• all practical arrangements to ensure the paper’s readiness for delivery  
• the paper’s smooth running throughout Summer School, including 

coordination of and liaison with any tutors, assistants and contract or guest 
teachers, and appropriately addressing any student issues relating to the paper 

• overall academic standards and the paper’s ultimate performance.  
 
Persons designated as Course Coordinators: 

• must be available for contact throughout the Summer School period 
• are normally University staff members or experienced former staff members 

familiar with the University’s policies and procedures. 
 
TEACHERS 
Many Summer School papers are taught by University of Otago staff. Others are 
taught by adjunct academic staff, Professors Emeriti or appropriately qualified others.  
 
External contracting of academics to teach is also very common.  Sometimes the 
availability of a visiting overseas academic is actually the rationale for offering a 
particular paper. In this arrangement, students have the opportunity to study Special 
Topics not normally offered by the University, and Departments have the opportunity 
to foster new collegial and research relationships.  In many instances, visiting 
academics are re-invited to teach in a subsequent School.  
 
COURSE APPROVAL & ADVISING 
For Summer School course approval and study advice are mainly handled by the 
Divisional Offices, not by Departments. This applies throughout the September - 
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December registration period as well as Week One of the School. In some instances, a 
Department might indicate that it wishes to be involved. 
 
Based on the date of receipt of their completed registration by Admissions and 
Enrolment, students are usually course approved on a first-come-first-served basis 
until any maximum enrolment limit is reached.  If a paper has no prerequisites or if 
registrants clearly have already met the prerequisites, this procedure is 
straightforward.  
 
Heads of Department may wish to provide some guidelines to their Divisional 
Administration where these issues are more complicated.  
 
PERFORMANCE STANDARDS 
Under the University’s regulations, Advisors of Studies have authority to decline a 
student’s admission “on academic grounds”.  Heads of Department wishing to have 
input into such decisions should advise their Divisional Administration.  
 
ENROLMENT LIMITS  
Limits may be appropriate for a paper however this must be justified and approved.  
 
TIMETABLING  
Departments advise Timetables Office of their teaching schedule preferences via the 
University’s standard timetabling procedures.   
Heads of Department are asked for advice on likely enrolment pairings: that is, the 
papers most likely to attract concurrent enrolment.  Given the intensive teaching 
schedule, however, some clashes are unavoidable. 
 
SOME SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS 

• Teaching for many courses starts on the first day of the school  
• Classes cannot be scheduled for 6 February, Waitangi Day  
• Students gave very negative feedback on three and four-hour lectures, finding 

it very hard to stay focussed for that long.  Long lectures are to be avoided and 
even in two hour lectures, a short break after the first hour is necessary. 

• The Summer School Prospectus is published online in mid-July. Unless 
circumstances are clearly exceptional, lecture times will not be changed. 

 
TEACHING SPACE 
Requests are managed by Course Coordinators through the usual Timetables 
processes, and asked to identify any special room and equipment requirements. Where 
a Coordinator has not yet been designated, that request goes to the Head of 
Department.  All efforts are made to accommodate special needs (for example, non-
tiered seating or use of departmental rooms).  
 
Timetable information is available on the University website from December for 
students and staff. Once teaching has commenced, if you find that the room(s) 
allocated to your class are unsatisfactory, please let Timetables or Summer School 
know. An alternative will be found.  
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DEPARTMENTAL OFFICE STAFF 
As many administrative staff take leave in the first two weeks of January, it is 
important that prior to the Christmas break, clear and adequate arrangements are made 
for basic services to Summer School students, teachers and internal units. Apart from 
general enquiries and support, matters that arise during this two-week period (one 
third of the tuition time) include:  

• production of class lists 
• liaison on the Examination Timetable 
• queries from Admissions and Enrolment, contract staff and students 

 
When administrative support is not possible, Heads of Department are asked to ensure 
that messages advising that “the Department is closed” also provide advice on where 
else in the Division a student, staff member or service unit may go for assistance.  
That some Departments teaching in the School are obviously closed for the first week 
or two is particularly concerning for visiting contract staff and students who have 
come to Otago from other universities and countries. The course coordinator’s role is 
very important in these situations.  
 
HOD AUTHORITY 
Prior to Summer School, Summer School & Continuing Education requests advice on 
Head of Department or acting arrangements for the six-week period. In many 
instances, given the time of year, serial arrangements apply.   In the absence of the 
HOD or any advice on who is acting as Head, the Director, Summer School, will 
assume authority in emergency circumstances.  
 
REPORTING  
The Summer School Report is produced annually in March or April and presented to 
the Summer School & Continuing Education Board and then to Senate.  The Summer 
School Report is available on the Summer School & Continuing Education website 
(2015 Report will be available in late April or May).  
 
 
INFORMATION FOR COURSE COORDINATORS 
Course Coordinators are responsible to the Head of Department for their paper’s 
academic management, including: 

• all practical arrangements to ensure the paper’s readiness for delivery  
• keeping a close eye on the paper throughout Summer School to ensure its 

smooth running, including coordination of any tutors, assistants and contract 
or guest lecturers, and appropriately addressing any student issues relating to 
the paper 

• overall academic standards and the paper’s ultimate performance  
 
Some Course Coordinators: 

• fulfil the above and contribute as the lead or solo teacher 
• fulfil the above and undertake some modular teaching 
• coordinate a team but are not at all involved in any teaching.  

If more than one person is teaching in a paper, it is very useful for Summer School & 
Continuing Education to know who is teaching when.  Some Coordinators convey key 
items of pre-School and in-School information to other members of their team, while 
others do not (expecting or preferring team members  to receive it directly). For 
efficient communication, it is important for the SS office to know which applies.  
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PROMOTING YOUR PAPER 
During April-July, Departments are asked to provide an image for a poster specific to 
their papers. Posters are paid for by the Summer School budget and usually 
incorporate a photographic or graphic image provided by the Course Coordinator.  A 
standard poster template is used by Marketing and Communications so that, across the 
range of papers, a common “look” and standard are maintained. Images must be 
copyright clear or have permission negotiated.  
 
Summer School & Continuing Education arranges collective poster displays in key 
places (for instance, the ISB Link and the Wellington and Auckland Centres).  It is the 
Course Coordinator’s responsibility, however, to arrange distribution of the bulk of 
the posters in places deemed most effective. These usually include lifts, stairwells, 
departmental noticeboards, museums, libraries, and profession or discipline-related 
associations. 
 
DEPARTMENTAL WEBSITES 
Departmental websites are a very cost-effective way of promoting Summer School 
papers.  Please liaise with the relevant staff members in your area to keep your local 
site current. 
 
From early September all papers on the Summer School website become hyperlinked 
to departmental websites.  Prospective students become quite concerned if the paper 
they have seen on the Summer School site and intend studying either is not listed 
departmentally or carries last year’s details.  
 
RADIO INTERVIEWS 
Offers from Course Coordinators to promote their papers in radio interviews are also 
much appreciated.  These are arranged via an email call from Summer School Office 
from September onwards.  
 
COUNTDOWN AND ENROLMENT TRACKING 
A weekly newsletter (Countdown) for Course Coordinators is sent out by Summer 
School & Continuing Education in the weeks leading up to the School.  Its main 
purpose is to provide regular updates on enrolment numbers per paper.  It also 
conveys practical messages, reminders or requests.   Countdown is distributed also to 
Heads of Department, the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic and International) and 
the Summer School and Continuing Education Board.  
  
BLACKBOARD 
If you intend to use Blackboard, Information Technology Services (ITS) needs to be 
notified well in advance. Contact details for this are: ITS HelpDesk, Extension 8888 
or 0800 479 888. The relevant forms for registering a paper for Blackboard and 
granting staff access are available for downloading on the ITS HelpDesk website.   
 
Each year a few Class Representatives raise concerns about the skillset of some staff 
using Blackboard.  HEDC and ITS specialists are very willing to provide Blackboard 
advice and training before or during the School. If you are coordinating a paper that 
has externally contracted lecturers, please do ensure that they have opportunity to 
become familiar with and competent in Blackboard applications.  
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EQUIPMENT 
Summer School & Continuing Education requests Course Coordinators to specify any 
special or extra equipment or program needed to support their paper’s delivery.  
 
If we know what you need we can work with ITS to ensure that everything is 
available and that teaching staff have ample time for a test run-through beforehand (if 
desired). Please make sure you find out any requirements of expectations from any 
visiting academics in time If your lecturer is a visiting academic (and possibly not 
arriving until just before Summer School begins) please be sure to find out his/her 
expectations of our equipment and operating systems. 
 
LIBRARY SERVICES 
Libraries are open for Summer School, and students are welcome to use any of the 7 
libraries on campus, including the Hocken Library, for exam preparation study space. 
Curriculum Services Librarian asks Course Coordinators to state which texts are to be 
placed on Close and E-Reserve.  Even if your paper’s requirements are the same as 
those for semester teaching, the Library will not presume this to be so. Close Reserve 
texts are kept in their constituent home library.  Many Departments place material on 
E-Reserve. Students sometimes complain that too few titles or too few copies were 
placed on Reserve in relation to their class size, and within such a short tuition period 
this can be a real problem.  
Students can also book a Group Study Room in Central, Dental, Law, Medical, 
Robertson and Science Libraries, for up to 2 hours per day. Bookings for up to one 
week ahead can be made via the Library website.  
 
OTHER RESOURCES  
Some Departments produce Readers or other ancillary material that students may 
purchase – usually from The UniPrint Shop or from the Department.   
Please note that Fee Maxima legislation does not allow the University to charge 
students for any material that is a required component unless copies are also freely 
available elsewhere (for example, on Close Reserve, E-Reserve or Blackboard). 
Likewise, non-Library items (for example, t-shirts, aprons, boots) may not be sold to 
students unless they are also available for purchase from a non-University vendor.  
 
TEXTBOOK ORDERS 
The University Book Shop deadline for Summer School textbook orders is 1 August. 
While best efforts are made to accommodate later orders, it is especially important to 
meet this date if texts need to come from overseas.   
 
Given the very short tuition period, the late arrival of required texts for Summer 
School can seriously jeopardise students’ chances of success.  It also generates high 
attrition during the first two weeks of the School; students are sensibly quick to 
withdraw from Summer School papers if they cannot access the text. 
 
If you change your mind about having a textbook or decide to add or delete a title 
after the Prospectus has been published, please let Summer School & Continuing 
Education know.  The updated information can be placed, highlighted, on the School 
website to avoid unwelcome surprises for students.  
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DURING SUMMER SCHOOL 
Summer School usually begins on the first Monday of the year after the statutory 
holidays, and classes cease on the Friday of Week Six.  Any teaching outside of that 
period of six calendar weeks will jeopardise your paper’s eligibility for Student Loans 
and Allowances.  
However, it is worth noting that the active teaching period can be condensed into an 
even shorter period, provided that contact hours, work load, and standards remain 
unchanged. NB: The start and end dates of the paper also need to match the SS period, 
to avoid students becoming ineligible for loans and allowances. This flexibility in 
teaching delivery allows for provision of pre-reading material, then one or more short 
intensive periods followed by independent study, assignments and perhaps internal 
assessment, with the paper completing at the same time as other papers. Intensives are 
not recommended at 100 level and are clearly not appropriate in some subject areas.   
 
STAFF NEWSLETTER 
InSchool is the email newsletter for Course Coordinators sent by Summer School & 
Continuing Education throughout the summer.  It conveys important messages or 
requests. InSchool is also copied to the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic and 
International) and key administration staff in the Divisions.  It is sent to also to 
teaching staff whose names and email addresses are known. 
 
STUDENTS HAVING TROUBLE WITH ENROLMENT OR BLACKBOARD 
If you become aware that a student does not have full access to services (such as 
Blackboard) this is a key indicator that their enrolment process is not complete. Since 
access to Blackboard is very important, please send students to the University 
Information Centre (UIC) in the Link or ask them to phone UIC on 479 7000 or 0800 
80 80 98 to solve the issue as soon as possible. Please do not provide ‘back door’ 
access, as this will not go to the heart of the issue but instead place the student (and 
potentially the staff member) in an ambiguous position. UIC staff are very good at 
sorting out these problems.  
 
COMMUNICATING WITH STUDENTS 
Notices are posted on the Summer School website, Blackboard (all students have 
access to the Summer School Blackboard page) and Facebook. Some information is 
also posted in the poster cabinets in the Link and on a free-standing display boards 
erected in Commerce Building and St David’s. Course Coordinators are welcome to 
use these for posting notices for their students.  
 
Noticeboard 
During Week One, a database is established of all students who have course 
confirmed in Summer School so that information of general relevance can be emailed 
to them and the weekly newsletter Noticeboard. It includes reminders of important 
information and any special notices for students from: 

• Summer School & Continuing Education, Course Coordinators and teaching 
staff 

• Student support units (such as Disability Information, the Māori and Pacific 
Islands Centres and Student Learning Centre 

• OUSA. 
 
Noticeboard is periodically emailed to students.  Send any items for inclusion to 
summer.school@otago.ac.nz   
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STUDENT PRIVACY 
As in standard semesters, teaching staff communicate in class time or outside classes, 
via Department noticeboards, Blackboard (or other platform), email and, for distance 
papers, also via online or audio conferencing. 
For privacy and security reasons, University policy prohibits any public display of 
students’ names in conjunction with their ID Numbers.  Although infrequent, the 
breach of policy usually occurs in tutorial streaming lists on departmental 
noticeboards. 
 
ASSESSMENT POLICIES 
If a paper’s assessment regime needs refining or modifying from what is published in 
the online Prospectus, students should know of the change as soon as possible. 
Effective ways to do this are to highlight changes in your paper’s entry on the 
Summer School website.  Please advise Summer School & Continuing Education of 
all changes so that we can advise students quickly and to keep our information up to 
date.  
Please also note that once the assessment regime is confirmed with students in Week 
One, University policy does not permit any changes except with the approval of the 
Pro-Vice-Chancellor. It is especially important for Course Coordinators to inform any 
external contractor teachers of this policy. 
 
Section 5.4 of the Senate Policy on Assessment of Student Performance: Principles 
and Guidelines states that:  
  

In papers which have a final examination, all internally assessed tasks 
should be marked and available to students before the day of the final 
examination in the paper.  If the internal assessment task is at all 
relevant to preparation for the final examination, feedback should be 
provided at least a week before the final examination. 
 

In the Summer School’s very compressed timeframe, adherence to the second 
guideline may be impracticable in some instances. Please bear the policy in mind, 
however, when setting the assessment schedule dates for your papers. 
 
Students each year provide negative feedback on being given interim ‘homework’ for 
papers that have two sessions on the one day. Please bear in mind that students taking 
more than one paper may not have any free time between your two sessions.  
 
CLASS REPRESENTATIVE SYSTEM 
All papers should have at least one Class Representative (Senate Policy, 26 March 
2003 applies).  Papers with high enrolments usually have more. Perhaps because of 
the constrained teaching period, Summer School students take the Class Rep system 
very seriously. Representatives expect that the issues they raise are addressed 
promptly.  
 
Course Coordinators and Week One teachers play a key role in facilitating the 
appointment of Class Reps. At the first lecture or class meeting please set aside five 
minutes and display the OUSA’s material about the Class Rep role and calling for 
volunteers.  The Summer School Office provides each Coordinator with the OUSA 
material, and asks that the first week teacher emails the representative’s name and 
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contact details to summer.school@otago.ac.nz. The office forwards these details to 
OUSA in time for the meeting at the end of Week Two. OUSA convenes another 
class rep meeting in week four, and also welcomes informal feedback at any time 
during the school.  
 
EXAMINATIONS 
The timetable for examinations is published at the end of Week Two of the School 
(after the seven days in which students may delete or add a paper).  
As classes finish on Friday and examinations begin on Saturday, there are no official 
Study Days in Summer School.   
 
StudyLink policy on Loans & Allowances for full-time study over a six-week period 
and the University’s continuing commitment to a 13-week semester determine that, in 
most years, Summer School exams occur during course approval for Semester One 
and Orientation Week. Although less than ideal, no solution has been found. 
 
EXAM SCRIPTS 
These are usually required by the Examinations Office on the working day closest to 1 
February. Final results are required in electronic form five days after the last 
examination and confirmed results are due the next day.  
 
WORKLOAD CONSIDERATION 
Course Coordinators are reminded that Summer School exam marking and results 
processing overlap with course advising for Semester One. It can be difficult or even 
impossible to be involved in both processes concurrently. After the intensive period of 
teaching, moreover, those who have been solo lecturers are usually very weary.    
 
CHANGING TEACHING ROOMS 
Make any requests for change with the Timetables Office. It is not a good idea to shift 
rooms informally. Only officially booked rooms will be accessible and have light, 
heating, vital teaching equipment and technician servicing.  Also, only officially 
booked rooms will be listed on University website and in e.Vision for students.   
 
STUDENT SUPPORT SERVICES  
Students should be encouraged to make full use of University support services, as all 
services available during semesters are available in Summer School.  Information on 
the range of student support services (including OUSA) and contact details are 
provided on www.otago.ac.nz/services/index.html 
 
EVALUATION 
Two kinds of evaluation usually occur. The first is the Student questionnaire 
organised by Summer School & Continuing Education through the Higher Education 
Development Centre (HEDC). It deals only with the School overall, not with 
particular papers or teaching performance.  The results of this survey are reported to 
the Summer School &Continuing Education Board and Senate, and are used for 
planning and marketing purposes and to improve student experience.  
 
Course Coordinators are asked to administer the questionnaire during the final week 
of teaching.  (If you are not teaching the paper in the last week, please ensure that the 
package is forwarded to the relevant member of the team.)  For distance learning and 
off-campus papers, questionnaires are administered online  
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COURSE EVALUATION 
Teaching staff may also wish to evaluate their teaching. HEDC provides a range of 
services to support this activity. See the HEDC evaluation website:  
http://hedc.otago.ac.nz/hedc/teaching/evaluating-your-teaching/ 
Please consider your timing carefully when conducting surveys, so that all surveys 
can be completed without overloading students. 
 
STAFF SURVEY 
Summer School & Continuing Education also surveys teaching staff and coordinators 
to receive feedback on their Summer School experience every two or three years.   
 
SOCIAL 
The Staff Club re-opens in January from the start of Summer School. In late February 
or March the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic and International) hosts a post-
School “thank you” function for all staff involved in the delivery of Summer School. 
 
FINAL WORD 
The Otago Summer School is administered by the office of Summer School & 
Continuing Education, a unit reporting to the Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic and 
International) within the Academic Division.  
 
Overall accountability for programme development, organisation and administration 
resides with the Director, Summer School & Continuing Education. In practice, 
however, the School’s smooth running is made possible through teamwork involving 
many staff and units in all of the University’s Divisions.  
 
The Director and the Office Manager are available to provide assistance, practical 
support, and advice throughout the year. You are welcome to visit or contact us at any 
time.  
 
Telephone: (03) 479 9181 – Office Manager 

(03) 479 5191 - Director 
 
Email:  summer.school@otago.ac.nz 
   
Website:  www.otago.ac.nz/summerschool 
   
Location: Rooms 4.33 and 4.35, Commerce Building. 
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APPENDIX 1 
 
BACKGROUND AND DEVELOPMENT OF SUMMER SCHOOL 
 
Introduction 
 
The Otago Summer School was introduced in 2001 to: 

1. respond to the demand from students 
2. protect the EFTS base and loss of EFTS to other universities 
3. enhance the services provided to students 
4. provide for more flexible study options than those currently offered 
5. offer a broader range of options to the wider community including continuing 

education, professional development and specialist courses. 
The School achieved these foundation purposes within a competitive national market.  
As other Universities’ Schools continued to grow, the relatively small Otago School 
successfully met an annual challenge to maintain both its size and market share.  
Student uptake continues to be steady for the School’s eclectic mix of core, special 
topic and Summer School-only papers.  
 
Table 1: Summer School student numbers since 2001 

year papers students enrolments EFTS 
2001 23   701 1062    154.0 
2002 36   963 1329    195.1 
2003 37 1123 1555    227.2 
2004 38 1267 1707    250.2 
2005 49 1554 2089    303.0 
2006 65 1669 2199    319.1 
2007 68 1617 2161    313.6 
2008 76 1680 2166    313.0 
2009 77 1821 2364    343.1 
2010 80 2043 2629    372.6 
2011 68 1689 2098 298.8 
2012 72 1762 2257 294.1 
2013 75 1714 2128 300.7 
2014 61 1682 2066 294.2 
2015 59 1617 1992 278.5 
2016 56 1627 1948 279.05 
2017 56 1753 2014 291.1 
2018 59 1621 1898 265.2 

Totals  1055 27903 35662 5092.85 
 
 
The Summer School was reviewed in November 2007 within the standard Review 
Cycle. The 2007 Review Report recommended reappraisal of the five Founding 
Purposes and development of a strategic direction for the School.  As a result, two key 
recommendations on Summer School were approved by Senate (May 2009) and 
Council (June 2009).  
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The first Recommendation established the following as the University of Otago 
Summer School’s strategic framework within which the academic Divisions should 
plan their contributions to the School. A new Strategic document has been produced, 
following release of another Summer School Review in 2014. 
 
Strategic Framework 
The University of Otago Summer School is a distinctive opportunity for  
research-informed quality teaching and learning. 
 
Through its flexible formats, the Summer School will provide: 
 
Special opportunities for students e.g. 
- fast-start, fast-finish, catch-up 
- special teachers, including international specialists 
- broader education, including topics of current interest 
- internships relevant to disciplinary and professional learning 
- study in other centres 
 
Special opportunities for teaching staff e.g. 
- innovative teaching and learning practices 
- innovative course content, including interdisciplinary approaches 
- planning of teaching and research time for maximum effect 
- collaboration with visiting international researchers/teachers 
 
Special opportunities for the community, including Otago alumni e.g. 
- professional up-skilling: for example, for teaching and health professionals 
- intellectual exercise and development 
- social awareness. 
 
Also approved, the equally important second Recommendation affirmed the role and 
status of Summer School in the life of the University “as an integral, albeit special, 
part of the University of Otago’s academic teaching and learning programme.” Points 
adhering to the Senate approval affirmed that    

• Summer School is included in the Teaching and Learning Plan of the 
University; 

• the academic teaching year officially begins when Summer School 
begins; 

• every effort is made to provide sufficient time for examinations 
between the end of Summer School and the start of Semester 1; 

• support services are provided for Summer School just as they are 
provided for the traditional semesters. 

 
 
The Otago model 
 
In planning the “Summer School Experiment” (2001–2002), the University evaluated 
a range of models, nationally and internationally, and consulted its own academic and 
student community. The Otago model subsequently adopted has two key features: 

• it is a “summer school” as distinct from a third standard semester. As such, it 
commences annually in the New Year, and the programme is intensively 
delivered within a defined six-week period; 
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• it comprises two types of course: those that carry credit points towards a 
formal University of Otago award (e.g. a BCom) and non-credit short courses 
(e.g. for bridging into undergraduate programmes, for continuing professional 
development or community interest).  

 
Senate’s decision that the Otago summer programme would not be a third semester 
was not just a simple decision to compress the course-delivery timeframe. Rather, it 
reflected a holistic consideration of institutional exigencies, including the need to:  

• optimise the schedule of annual leave entitlement across whole units as well as 
for individual staff 

• sustain the environment for departmental research outputs  
• avoid the cost inefficiencies of blanket-service provision for a relatively small 

student body.  
 
Governance  
 
The Summer School’s immediate governing body is the Summer School and 
Continuing Education Board, which reports to Senate. The Board’s Terms of 
Reference are: 

• to advise the Senate on policy and procedures relating to the Summer School 
• to assist the Director to ensure that the Summer School operates in accordance 

with policy and to provide guidance for the ongoing development of the 
Summer School 

• to provide a forum for institutional consideration of matters relating to 
Continuing Education 

• to advise Senate on policy matters concerning Continuing Education and to 
provide guidance for the ongoing development of Continuing Education 

• to provide a mechanism for the coordination and exchange of information 
regarding Continuing Education across the Divisions and Departments of the 
University 

• to monitor quality assurance processes for Summer School and Continuing 
Education. 

 
Composition: Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic and International) - Convenor 
 Director, Summer School & Continuing Education 

Representatives of the Academic Divisions as nominated by the Pro-
Vice-Chancellors 
Nominee, Pro-Vice-Chancellor, International 

 Nominee of OUSA 
 Director, Student Services 
 Director, Marketing and Communications, or nominee 
 Director, Academic Services, or nominee 

An academic administrator from one of the Divisions, appointed by 
the Convenor in consultation with the Pro-Vice-Chancellors 

 With power to co-opt 
 

Serviced by: Office Manager,  
Summer School & Continuing Education 
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APPENDIX II 
PUBLICITY AND MARKETING 
Accountability and funding 
Overall accountability for the publicising of Summer School rests with Summer 
School & Continuing Education. All promotional initiatives relating to Summer 
School must adhere to the Marketing & Communications Division’s parameters for 
the University’s corporate style.  
 
OUSA 
Banner advertising is purchased in the Association’s Handbook/Diary, the Student 
Telephone Directory and the Year planner. In the later part of the year, advertisements 
are also placed in Critic.   
 
Paper posters 
All Departments are offered the opportunity to have a poster specific to each of their 
papers, using information and imagery supplied by the department. 
Collective poster displays are mounted in key places (for instance, the ISB Link and 
the Wellington and Auckland Centres). The bulk of the posters, however, are 
displayed around campus in places deemed most effective (usually lifts, stairwells, 
departmental or School noticeboards). . Generic Summer School posters are also 
produced and posted on all Otago campuses and key sites in Dunedin city. 
 
Public media 
Website: www.otago.ac.nz/summerschool 
Year-round, the Otago Summer School is generally promoted on this website. From 
early August, full details of Summer School papers for the following year are posted 
on the website.  
All year round, the website enables prospective students to express their interest in 
receiving a Registration Pack for the next Summer School.  (From 1 August, 
registration is also available online, prior to paper selection.) 
 
Social media 
A Facebook page is maintained throughout the year but with more attention in the 
lead up and during Summer School.  
 
Radio 
A series of radio interviews with teaching staff is run on Radio One and Otago Access 
Radio in Spring and early Summer to promote particular papers and Summer School 
more generally.  
 
Department websites 
Departmental websites are a very cost-effective way of promoting Summer School 
papers.  Please make sure your department website is up to date with current Summer 
School papers.  
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Prospectus 
Summer School produces a hard copy Prospectus and an online version, available in 
late August/early September.  
 
Open Days 
Marketing & Communications includes displays of Summer School promotional 
materials in University Open Days away from the Dunedin Campus.  
 
Advertisements 
Overall programme advertising is the responsibility of Summer School & Continuing 
Education. This usually includes: 

• selected mass media outlets  
• University of Otago Magazine 
• Universities’ student newspapers 

 
Flags and banners 
Leading up to and during the School, banner space is arranged with the Manager of 
the Student Union. Around 60 large flags also fly around Dunedin city, by 
arrangement with the City Council. 
 
Other 
All creative suggestions on how else to market Summer School are always welcome. 
Please forward these throughout the year to the Director, Summer School. 
 
 


